Introduction
The notion of dependence between variables plays a key role in the theory of belief networks and in the way they are used for inference. The intuition that guides the construction of these networks draws from the analogy between "connectedness" in graph ical representations and "dependence" in the domain represented, that is, two nodes connected along some path correspond to variables which are dependent in some way. Below concepts of relatedness are exam ined and a theoretical foundation for this intuition is provided. We examine three formulations of the sentence "a and b are totally unrelated". In the first formulation, two variables a and b are said to be totally indepen dent iff they are independent given any value of the other variables in the domain, namely, if U is a set
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of variables and P is a probability distribution, then a and b are totally independent wrt P iff P(a, biZ= Z) = P(aiZ = Z) · P(biZ = Z)
where Z is any subset of U not containing a and b, and Z is any value of Z. In the second formulation, two variables are said to be totally uncoupled wrt P if U can be partitioned into two marginally indepen dent sets ul and u2 containing a and b respectively, namely, P(U1 = U11U2 = U�) = P(U1 = U1) · P(U2 = U�)
where ul uu2 = u, ul nu2 = 0, and ul, u� are any values of these variables. In the third formulation, two variables a and b are totally disconnected if the corresponding nodes are disconnected in every belief network representation of P. Are these three formulations equivalent and if not, under what conditions do they coincide? Our main contribution is to identify a class of distributions called transitive for which all three formulations are equivalent. Strictly positive binary distributions and regular Gaussian distributions (defined below) are examples of transitive distributions. We also show that "connectedness" in graphical representations and "dependence" in the domain represented (i.e., the converse of total independence) are equivalent for every transitive distribution and for none other.
These results have several theoretical and prac tical ramifications. Our analysis uses a qualitative abstraction of probabilistic independence known as graphoids (Pearl and Paz, 1989) and it demonstrates the need for this abstraction in manipulating inde pendence ass umptions (which are an integral part of every probabilistic reasoning engine). Our proof also demonstrates that belief networks provide a power ful mathematical tool for understanding of probabil ity theory itself. Finally, we demonstrate the relevance of these results to simplifying the process of acquiring probabilistic knowledge from experts.
2
Separability and Transitiv ity Throughout our discussion we consider a fi nite set of variables U = { u1, ... , un} each of which is ass o ciated with a finite set of values d(u;) and a prob ability distribution P with the Cartesian product flu, E u d( u;) as its sample space. We use lowercase letters possibly subscripted (e.g a, b, z or u;) to de note variables, and use uppercase letters (e.g. X, Y, or Z) to denote sets of variables. A bold lowercase or uppercase letter refers to a value of a variable or set of variables, respectively. A value X of a set of variables X is a member in the Cartesian product
is the set of values of x. The notation X = X stands for Zt = Z1, ••• , Xn = Zn where X= {zt, ... , Zn} and Zi is a value of Xi· Definition Let U = { Ut, ..
• , un} be a finite set of variables with d(u;) and P as above. If X, Y, and Z are three disjoint subsets of U, then X is probabilistically independent of Y given Z, denoted lp(X, Y; Z), iff for every three sets of values X, Y, and Z of X, Y, and Z, respectively, the following equation holds:
Every probability distribution induces a depen dency model: Definition (Pearl, 1988) A dependency model M over a finite set of elements U is any set of triplets (X, Y; Z) where X, Y and Z are disjoint subsets of U. The intended interpretation of M is that (X, Y; Z) E M iff X is independent of Y given Z, also denoted by I(X, Y; Z).
A probability distribution induces a dependency model when we identify I with lp.
When speaking about dependency models, we use both set notations and logic notations. If (X, Y; Z) E M, we say that the independence state ment I( X, Y; Z) holds for M. Similarly, we either say that M contains a triplet (X, Y; Z) or that M satisfies a statement I(X, Y; Z). An independence statement I(X, Y; Z) is called an independency and its negation is called a dependency.
Graphoids are special types of dependency mod els: 539 Definition (Pearl and Paz, 1989) A graphoid is any dependency model M which is closed under the fol lowing axioms 1 : 
It can readily be shown that probabilistic indepen dence (lp) satisfies these axioms, and therefore ev ery probability distribution defines a graphoid. Sev eral additional types of graphoids are discussed in (Pearl, 1988; Pearl and Paz, 1989) . A simple exam ple of graphoids is given below. Consider a graphoid Mt over U = {a, b, c, d} which consists of the inde pendence statement I({a, b}, {c, d}; 0) and the ones derivable from it by the graphoid axioms. Notice that using weak union, decomposition, and symme try axioms, I( {a, b }, { c, d}; 0) implies that the fol lowing statements are in M1 as well:
{I(a, c; 0), I (a , c; b), I (a, c; d), I(a, c; {b, d})} and, therefore, a and c are totally independent. Sim ilarly, b and c are totally independent. Next we define total independence and total un coupledness in graphoid terminology. Definition Let M be a graphoid over a finite set of elements U. Two elements a and b of U are said to be totally independent (wrt M) iff (a, b; Z) E M for every subset Z of U \ {a, b}. When a and b are not totally independent, then we say that a and b interact and denote it by interact( a, b). Definition Let M be a graphoid over a finite set of elements U. Two elements a and b of U are said 1This definition diff ers slightly from that given in (Pearl and Paz, 1989) where axioms (3) through (6) define aemi graphoids. Axiom (2) is added for clarity. to be totally uncoupled (wrt M) iff there exist two subsets U1 and U2 of U such that a E U1, b E U2, Ut n U2 = 0, U1 U U2 = U, and {U11U2;0) EM . When a and b are not totally uncoupled, then we say that a and b are coupled.
Notice that due to symmetry, decomposition, and weak union axioms total uncoupledness implies total independence. The converse does not always hold. For example, if U consists of three variables a, b and c, then it is possible that a and b are totally inde pendent, namely that a and b are both marginally independent [i.e. I( a, b; 0)], and independent condi tioned on c, and yet no variable is independent of the other two. This happens, for example, if a and b are the outcome of two independent fair coins and c is a variable whose domain is {head, tail} x {head, tail} and whose value is ( i, j) if and only if the outcome of a is i and the outcome of b is j.
This example leads to the following definition: Definition A graphoid M over a finite set of ele ments U is separable iff every two totally indepen dent elements a and b are totally uncoupled.
The property of separability, as it turns out, can be cast in another appealing format; it is equivalent to the requirement that interaction (the converse of total independence) is transitive, namely, that inter act satisfi es axiom 7 below.
This axiom is so appealing to our intuition that we are tempted to speculate that all distributions not obeying this property are epistemologically in adequate for modeling a human reasoner, and that distributions that do satisfy this property are natu ral in the sense that they adequately represent the conventional properties of the word "interact".
The following theorem establishes the equivalence between separability and transitivity. The proofs of this and subsequent theorems can be found in the appendix.
Theorem 1 A graphoid M over a finite set of ele ments is separable iff it is transitive.
Probabilistic independence between sets of vari ables, as is well known, is not determined by the in dependencies between their individual elements; two sets may be dependent although their individual el ements are independent. For example, if a and b 540 represent the outcome of two independent fair coins (using O ' s and 1 's) and cis their sum modulo 2 then c is dependent on {a, b} but is independent of each in dividual variable. The absence of this compositional property stands in contrast to our intuition because we normally expect that a proposition unrelated to the pieces of some body of knowledge is unrelated to the whole as well.
Lemma 2 below shows that total independence does not suffer from this anomaly. Definition Let M be a graphoid over a fi nite set of elements U. Two disjoint subsets A and B of U are totally independent wrt M iff (A, B ; Z) E M for every Z that is a subset of U \AU B.
Lemma 2 Let M be a graphoid over a finite set of elements U and let A, B, and C be three subsets of U. If A and B are totally independent and A and C are totally independent then, A and BUG are totally independent as well. The definition of total uncoupledness can similarly be extended to sets and it also satisfies the compo sitional property stated by Lemma 2.
3 Connectedness Networks .
Ill

Belief
We have introduced two ways of defining totally un related elements of a graphoid; total independence, and total uncoupledness . Here we suggest a third approach-total disconnectedness: Elements a and b are totally disconnected in M if they are discon nected in every belief network representation of M.
We shall see below that two elements are totally dis connected in M if and only if they are totally un coupled in M.
Definition Let M be a graphoid over a finite set of elements U. A directed acyclic graph D is a be lief network representing M iff there exists a one to one mapping between elements in U and nodes of D, and D is constructed from M by the following steps: ass ign a total ordering d : u11 u2,, ••• , Un to the elements of U. For each element u, in U, iden tify a minimal set of predecess ors 1r( u,) such that (u;, {uh···•Ui-t} \ 7r(ui)pr(ui)) EM. Assign a di rect link from every node corresponding to an ele ment in 1r( Ui) to the node corresponding to Ui. For example, a belief network representing Mt, our example from the previous section, constructed in the order a, b, c, and d consists of four nodes a, b, c and d and edges from a to b and from c to d. Another belief network of Mt, constructed in the order d, c, b, and a yields a graph with reversed edges. In general, different orderings yield networks with different sets of edges.
Definition A trail in a belief network is a sequence of links that form a path in the underlying undi rected graph. Two nodes are connected in a belief network D iff there exists a trail connecting them in D. Otherwise they are disconnected. A connected component of a belief network D is a subgraph D' in which every two nodes are connected, and D' is maximal iff there exists no supergraph of it with this property.
Definition Two elements of a graphoid M are said to be totally disconnected iff in every belief net work representation of M the nodes corresponding to these elements are disconnected. Otherwise these elements are connected in M.
For example in Mt, a and c are totally discon nected. However, to verify this fact would have been quite difficult without the next theorem which shows that it suffices to examine a single belief network rep resentation of Mt in order to determine disconnect edness , rather than to check all such representations.
Theorem 3 Two elements of a graphoid M are dis connected in some belief network representation of M iff they are disconnected in every belief network representation of M (i.e., disconnected in M ).
Consequently, we obtain:
Theorem 4 Let M be a graphoid. Two elements a and b of M are totally disconnected iff they are totally uncoupled.
We have thus far obtained the relationships be tween three formulations of unrelatedness : total dis connectedness and total uncoupledness are equiva lent, both are stronger than total independence, and all three definitions are equivalent for transitive (sep arable) graphoids. Separable Distributions and
Instantiated Graphoids
The notion of separability developed so far would have remained unrealized unless examples of sepa rable graphoids were provided. This section pro vides such examples. Our plan is to introduce a new axiom, propositional transitivity, show that it im plies separability and that it holds for regular Gauss ian distribution and strictly positive binary distribu tions. Consequently, these type of distributions are separable. Definition A regular Gaussian distribution is a multivariate normal distribution with finite nonzero variances and with finite means. A strictly-positive binary distribution is a probability distribution where every variable has a domain of two values, say 0 and 1, and every combination of the variables' values has a probability greater than zero. The definition of dependency models and graphoids of section 2 precludes the representation of statements of the form "a and b are independent given c = c1, yet dependent given c = c2" because graphoids do not distinguish between values of a variable. Thus in order to represent axioms that re fer to specifi c values of a variable (as propositional transitivity does), requires a slight modification of these definitions.
Definition Let U be a finite set of variables each asso ciated with a finite set of values. An instanti ated dependency model M over U is a set of triplets (X, Y; Z) where X, Y and Z are disjoint subsets of U, and X, Y and Z are their values respectively.
Clearly, every instantiated dependency model MR, defines a dependency model M in the sense of section 2; a triplet (X, Y; Z) is in M iff {X, Y; Z) is in MR for every value X, Y, Z of X, Y and Z, respectively. The model MR is said to induce M. In particular, every probability distribution defines an instantiated dependency model. Definition An instantiated graphoid is any instan tiated dependency model that induces a graphoid. 
Where all sets mentioned are pairwise disjoint and do not contain e, and e ' and e " are distinct values of e.
Theorem 6 Every instantiated graphoid satisfying propositional transitivity is separable.
Regular Gaussian distributions satisfy axioms other than propositional transitivity which can be used to show separability. A particularly interesting one is unification:
which states that if X and Y are independent given one arbitrary value of X, Y, and Z, then these sets are independent given every value of Z. Thus, al though, regular Gaussian distributions have infinite domains, the number of independencies is finite and can be completely represented assuming finite do mains.
We have chosen, however, to focus on proposi tional transitivity because this choice allows us to unify the separability proof for two quite differ ent classes of distributions, thus, demonstrating the power of this axiomatic approach.
We conjecture that propositional transitivity holds also for binary distributions that are not strictly positive.
5
Probabilistic
Acquisition Knowledge
The construction of belief networks as faithful rep resentations of a given domain relies on the ease and confidence by which an expert can describe the re lationships between variables in this domain. Ex plicating these relationships is often straightforward but may encounter difficulties when variables have many values. For example, in medical diagnosis, a variable corresponding to "cancer " may have dozens of possible values, each corresponding to a different type of cancer. An expert wishing to describe the relationship between the different symptoms, tests, and treatments of cancer may find it rather con fusing unless he first partitions the many types of cancer into several groups sharing common charac teristics; in fact, the grouping of related pieces of 542 information into more or less independent chunks is an important step in organizing any large body of knowledge. Below, we shall see how the the ory developed in previous sections facilitates this task, through the construction of similarity networks (Beckerman, 1990a; Beckerman, 1990b) . Let h be a distinguished variable designated for the disease "hypothesis " , and let the values of h, h., ... , hn, stand for an exhaustive list of possi ble diseases. First, a connected undirected graph is constructed where each of the n nodes represents a different value of h and each link represents a pair of "similar " diseases, namely diseases that are sometimes hard to discriminate. Then, for each link hi-hj in the graph, a local belief network is com posed, ass uming that either h = hi or h = hj must hold; it consists of a distinguished root node h, ad ditional nodes that are connected to h representing symptoms, and links representing the dependencies among these symptoms and their relationship to the hypothesis node h. Finally, the global network is formed from the local networks; it consists of the union of all links and their adjacent nodes in the local networks.
In (Beckerman, 1990b) , it is shown that under the assumption of strict-positiveness, namely that every combination of symptoms and diseases is feasible, the union of the connected components of node h in each local network generates a belief network that faithfully represents the domain. That is, the as sertions of conditional independence encoded in the graph union of the local networks are logically im plied by the ass ertions of conditional independence in each of the local networks. Although when using this methodology we must construct many local net works instead of one, there are two important advan tages to such a composition. First, local networks for pairs of similar diseases tend to be small. Sec ond, by composing local networks for pairs of sim ilar diseases, the expert can direct his attention on those diagnostic subproblems with which he is famil iar and thereby increase the quality of the knowledge he provides.
A difficulty with this approach is to identify the set of nodes that are connected to node h in each local network. In principle, we could consult the ex pert by asking him directly queries of the form: "is nodes ( s connotes symptom) connected to node h, given that either h = hi or h = hj must hold? " . This query, however, may be inadequate because it refers to a graphical representation of the domain, a language with which the expert might not be famil iar. On the other hand, the query "does this symptom in any circumstances help you to discriminate between the two diseases hi and h; ?" is much more appealing since it addresses directly the knowledge of the expert.
The first query asks about total disconnected ness of s and h, while the second query, which is concentrated on determining whether P(slhi, Z) :f. P(s!h;, Z) for some values of some set of variables Z, corresponds to asking about total independence of s and h. This paper shows that total disconnect edness and total independence coincide for transitive distributions and identifi es important class es of dis tributions that are transitive. Consequently, using the second query in the construction of similarity networks is a theoretically-justifi ed heuristic; and indeed its soundness has been empirically verified (Beckerman, 1990b) .
Summary
We have examined the notion of unrelatedness of variables in a probabilistic framework. We have introduced three formulations for unrelatedness total independence, total uncoupledness, and to tal disconnectedness-and explored their interrela tionships. From a practical view point, these re sults legitimize prevailing decomposition techniques of knowledge acquisition; it allows an expert to de compose the construction of a complex belief net work into a set of belief networks of manageable size.
Our proof technique uses the qualitative no tion of independence as captured by the axioms of graphoids and would have been much more difficult had we used the probabilistic defi nitions of conditional independence. This axiomatic ap proach enables us to identify a common property propositional transitivity-shared by two distinct classes of probability distributions (regular Gaussian and strictly-positive binary), and to use this prop erty without attending to the detailed characteristics of the classes.
In addition, we have shown that useful classes of probability distributions are transitive, the proof of which is facilitated greatly by the network formu lation. Thus, we see that network representations, apart of their dominant role in representing experts' opinions, are also a powerful mathematical tool for uncovering formal properties of independence rela tionships.
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Appendix Some preliminary definitions are needed. Definition (Pearl, 1988) A node b is called a head to-head node wrt a trail t iff there exist two consec utive edges a -+ b and b +-c on t. A trail t is active by Z if (1) every head-to-head node wrt t either is or has a descendent in Z and (2) every other node along t is outside Z. Otherwise, the trail is said to be blocked by Z. Definition (Pearl, 1988) If X, Y, and Z are three disjoint subsets of nodes in a dag D, then Z is said to d-separate X from Y, denoted I'D(X, Y; Z), iff there exists no active trail by Z between a node in X and a node in Y.
The next theorem states that d-separation is a sound criteria; in (Geiger at al., 1990) d-separation is shown to be complete as well. These results are fundamental to the theory of belief networks. Proof: Follows directly from the theorem above (7); there is no active trail between a node in A and a node in B which makes A and B d-separated given the empty set, hence, (A, B; 0) is in M. D Proof of Theorem 3: It suffices to show that any two belief networks representing M share the same maximal connected components. Let D A and DB be two belief networks representing M. Let CA and CB be maximal connected components of D A and DB respectively. Let A and B be the nodes of C A and CB respectively. We show that either A = B or A n B = 0. This will complete the proof because for an arbitrary maximal connected component C A in D A there must exists a maximal connected com ponent in DB that shares at least one node with C A and thus, by the above claim, it must have ex actly the same nodes as CA. Assume a and bare uncoupled, and that U1 and U2 are the two independent sets which partition M ' s el ements and which contain a and b respectively. Con structing a belief network for M in an order in which all elements in U1 are placed before any element in U2 yields a network where Ut and U2 are discon nected. 0 Proof of Theorem 1: First we notice that if M is separable, namely, when total independence im plies total uncoupledness, then M is transitive be cause in this case total uncoupledness coincides with total independence and coupledness is transitive.
It remains to show the converse; transitivity im plies separability. Let U stand for M ' s elements. Let a and b be two arbitrary elements of U that do not interact. We will show by induction on IU I that if interact satisfies transitivity (7) then there exists a belief network representation D of M where a and b are disconnected. Consequently, a and b are uncou pled (Theorem 4) and, therefore, M is separable.
We construct D in the ordering Ut = a, u2 = b, u3, ••• , Un = e of M ' s elements. Assume n = 2. Variables a and b do not interact, therefore (a, b; 0) E M. Thus, a and b are not connected. Otherwise, n > 2. Let De be a belief network formed from M by the ordering u11 ••• , Un-1 of M's elements. let A be the set of nodes connected to a and let B be the rest of the nodes in De. The network D is formed from De by adding the last node e as a sink and letting its parents be a minimal set that makes e in dependent of all the rest of the elements in M (see the definition of belief networks). By the induction hypothesis, before e was added, A and B are dis connected. After node e is added, a trail through e might exists that connects a node in A and a node in B. We will show that there is none; if the parent set of e is indeed minimal, then either e has no parents in A or it has no parents in B, rendering a and b disconnected.
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Since a and b do not interact and since M satisfies transitivity (7), it follows that either a, or b, do not interact with e. Without loss of generality assume that a and e do not interact. Let a ' be an arbitrary node in A. By transitivity it follows that either a or e do not interact with a ' , for otherwise, a and e would interact, contrary to our selection of a. If a and a ' do not interact, then by the induction hy pothesis, A can be partitioned into two independent subsets, thus A would not be connected in the belief network De, contradicting our selection of A. Thus, every element a ' E A does not interact with e. It follows that the entire set A does not interact with e (Lemma 2). Thus, in particular, (A, e; B) E M where iJ are the parents of e in B. Consequently, e has no parents in A because otherwise its set of parents were not minimal becau('le iJ would make e independent of all other elements in U. Hence, a and b are on two different connected components of
The following defi nition which abstracts the no tion of conditional distribution, is needed for the next proof.
Definition Let M(U) be an instantiated depen dency model over a finite set of variables U = { U11 ••• , un}· The conditional of M(U) on Un = Un, denoted M( { u11 • .. , Un-tllun = un), is an instan tiated dependency model that contains a triplet (X, Y; Z) iff (X, Y; Z U {un}) E M(U)
Proof of Theorem 6: Let M be an instantiated graphoid and let U be its variables. Let a and b be two arbitrary variables in U that are totally inde pendent. We will show by induction on IU I that if M satisfies propositional transitivity then there ex ists a belief network representation D of M where a and b are disconnected. Consequently, a and b are uncoupled (Theorem 4) and, therefore, M is separa ble.
We construct D in the ordering u1 = a, u2 = b, U31 ••• , Un = e of M ' s variables. Assume n = 2. Variables a and b are totally independent, therefore, (a, b; 0) E M. Thus, a and b are disconnected. Oth erwise, n > 2. Let De be a belief network formed from M by the ordering u11 •. . , Un-l of M ' s vari ables. let A be the set of nodes connected to a and let B be the rest of the nodes in De. Since a and b are totally independent, by the induction hypothesis, (A, B; 0) E M (:: 11). The network D is formed from De by adding the last node e as a sink and letting its parents be a minimal set that makes e independent of the rest of M ' s variables (see the definition of belief Networks). Let De' and 
